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Editorial

It is a great pleasure for our society to
finally be able to publish an English
version of our bulletin.

in to know your opinions on this bulletin,
especially since writing in English is a big
step for our society.

We have many active members in our
editorial group which has now been
extended to involve translators and
proofreaders. All these helping hands have
made this work possible.

In the spring, the society has an annual
meeting where members of the board are
elected. If you would like to participate,
please contact our secretary who convenes
the meeting. The agenda will then be sent
to you. This year, the meeting will take
place in Stockholm at Stockholmsmässan
at Scandinavia’s leading garden show
Nordic Gardens 2012 on 14 April.

We greet our members, new as well as old
ones, with a warm welcome. Our goal is
to get one hundred international members
before the end of this year. At this point,
we are half way there. Our 45 members
come from five different continents, so the
interest in Hoya is indeed a global one.
If you like our bulletin; please spread the
word and help us recruit new members.
If we reach our goal of one hundred
members this first year, we will be able to
continue for another year. Should we get
two hundred members, the membership
fee could even be decreased.

The English version of our bulletin,
The Hoya Telegraph, will not have
the exact content as the Swedish one,
Hoyatelegrafen. Advertisements of local
activities in Sweden are replaced by other
material, such as additional presentations
of a species or articles from previous
issues of Hoyatelegrafen.

If there is anything you miss or if you
have ideas on how to improve our bulletin,
please let us know. We are very interested
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In this issue, four species are presented.
Hoya mariae was presented in
Hoyatelegrafen 4, 2010. We choose to
present this species in this issue due to
its affinity to Hoya omlorii. The genus
of Clemensiella was described by Rudolf
Schlechter in 1915 and for nearly 100
years contained only one species, namely
Clemensiella mariae. It was assumed
that this genus was endemic to the The
Philippines.
In 2006, Hoya viracensis was published
by Kloppenburg and Siar. In 2009,
Ulrich Meve published an article about
Clemensiella mariae in which it was put in
synonymy with Hoya vircanensis. In the
same article it says that plants belonging to
the genus though being a different species,

were found in Borneo and in Sumatra. This
new species was published as Clemensiella
omlorii in the same document.
Livia Wanntorp gave a lecture on this
subject at a membership meeting in
Stockholm 2010, telling us that she had
included Clemensiella mariae in the group
in which she had made DNA-studies. The
studies show that Clemensiella has the
characteristics of Hoya and was moved to
this genus in 2011 by Livia Wanntorp and
Ulrich Meve.
Torill Nyhuus
Ref:
1. Repertorium Specierum Novarum Regni
Vegetabilis 13: 566. 1915
2. Fraterna 19(4): 5 (-7; figs.). 2006
3. Edinburgh Journal of Botany 66(3):
447-457. 2009
4. Willdenovia 41(1): 97-99. 2011.

INTERNATIONAL ASCLEPIAD SOCIETY
TheÊINTERNATIONALÊASCLEPIADÊSOCIETYÊisÊforÊallÊthoseÊ
interestedÊinÊtheÊAsclepiadsÊandÊallÊmembersÊofÊtheÊApocynaceaeÊ
family,ÊparticularlyÊtheÊsucculentÊspecies.ÊAsklepiosÊ
journalÊ3ÊtimesÊaÊyear,ÊseedÊlists,Êmeetings,ÊCDs
SUBSCRIPTION:Ê£17Ê(Û20)ÊperÊyearÊforÊtheÊ
UKÊandÊotherÊEuropeanÊcountries,Ê£21Ê
(US$33)ÊforÊairmailÊoutsideÊEurope.
WriteÊto:ÊTimÊMarshall,Ê17ÊHighÊStreet,Ê
Wighton,ÊWells-next-the-Sea,ÊNorfolkÊNR23Ê
1AL,ÊUKÊplantsman@tiscali.co.uk
OrÊe-mail:Êalan-brook-side@hotmail.comÊ
OrÊvisitÊourÊwebÊsite:Ê
www.asclepiad-international.orgÊforÊon-lineÊ
subscriptionÊorÊdetailsÊofÊlocalÊ
representatives.
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Published in Phytotaxa 27: 37-43;
figs. 1-3(2011) by Michele Rodda and
Nadhanielle Simonsson.
Collection place is unknown. The name
means rounded flower. Holotype: #Torill
Nyhuus 2009.1 (K).

Photo: Torill Nyhuus

Hoya rotundiflora Rodda &
Simonsson

Brief facts about Hoya rotundiflora
Colour of flower: White or pale pink
corolla, off white corona with dark pink
center.
Type of corolla: Revolute
Size of corolla: Approx. 2 cm
Flowers in umbel: 10-20
Flowers last for: 5-7 days
Flowering season: All year around
Extract from publication
Hanging or weakly climbing vine with
white latex in all parts. Stems hanging
or weakly twining, round, approx. 3 mm
in diameter, hairy; older stems woody,
glabrous; internodes 2–10 cm long with
inactive adventitious roots 1–2 mm long
located 0–2 mm below each node.
Leaves opposite, petiolate; petiole 3–10 ×
1–2 mm, pilose; lamina oblong-pandurate,
3–5 × 1.5–2.5 cm, widest point 1/8–1/5
length from the apex, fleshy, coriaceous,
surface dark green, on the lower side light
green with a distinctive darker margin
2–3 mm wide around the edge, upper side
glabrous, lower side hirsute, apex round,
base round or obtuse, margin slightly
revolute on the lateral sides and apex

Scent: Weak
Dripping nectar: No
Size of leaves: 3-5 cm long and 1.5-2.5
cm wide
Stem: 3 mm
Growth habit: Winding
Best exposure: Light, no direct sun
Temperature: 18-25 °C

only, ciliate; midrib clearly visible on
both surfaces, secondary veins 4 to 6 each
side, less conspicuous, branching from the
midrib at a wide acute or an almost right
angle.
Inflorescences one per node, positively
geotropic, umbelliform, convex, with
up to 20 flowers, persistent; peduncle
5–35(sometimes up to 70) × 1.5–3.0 mm,
pilose, pedicels filiform, 17–20 × 1.0–1.5
mm, glabrous.
Flower buds globular, white. Flowers
weakly sweetly scented (lasting about
one week in cultivation), from the base of
the corolla lobes to the inner apex of the
corona 7–10 mm long, corolla 9–12 mm in
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diameter. Sepals ovate, approx. 1 mm long,
apex round, alternating with single glands,
glabrous, a few long hairs at the junction
between the sepals and the pedicel.
Corolla revolute, white; lobes lanceolate,
9–11 mm long, acute at apex; outside
glabrous, inside hirsute, lobe apex
glabrous, margins ciliate.
Corona staminal fleshy, dull white to light
yellow, laterally spreading, corona lobes
held at 30–40 degrees to the filament
tube, outer process rounded to obtuse,
flattened, only partially folded beneath,
inner process acute, held at about the same
height as the anther appendages. Distance
between center and outer corona process
3.3–3.6 mm.
Pollinaria erect, approx. 0.83 × 0.43 mm;
pollinia elongated, compressed with a
lateral pellucid margin. Ovary lanceolate,
about 1.7 mm long, light green. Fruits and
seeds not seen. All measurements from
fresh type material.
Torill Nyhuus

On visiting a flower fair in Bangkok in
December 2007, Nathalie Simonsson
Juhonewe and I met a man who grows
hoyas and it turned out to be the man who
had sold hoyas to Asiatica Nursery.
When I asked him why he sold an
unidentified species as H. lyi I was told
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Photos: Torill Nyhuus

Additional information
When we in Europe discovered that this
species was on the market, it was sold as
H. lyi by Asiatica Nursery in the US, in
2006-2007.

Christina’s Hoya rotundiflora when it flowered for the first time in June 2010. Photo: Christina
Karlsson

that it is easier to sell a hoya with a given
name that has not previously been on the
market. True, though I think it is dishonest
to deliberately try to fool people.
Later it was sold primarily as H. sp.
Square, but also as H. sp. Rectangular
Leaves. It is likely that there is only one
clone in circulation, which means that all
cuttings that have been sold come from the
same original plant.
Torill Nyhuus

How I grow Hoya rotundiflora
I bought my small rooted cutting in August
2009 as H. sp. Square. It was not really a
good time of the year to buy new hoyas
since I was about to move, but I thought
this one was so cute I just had to have it.
When I opened the parcel and took a first
look at it, I liked it even more than before,
when I had only seen pictures of it. The
windows in my flat were already filled
with hoyas in two or three rows, so this
little one (and some other new cuttings)
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I checked them several times a day and on
16 June 2010, they opened. The flowers
were even more beautiful than any photo I
had seen and the scent was, if not strong,
a little sweet and fresh at the same time. It
really started growing earnestly after the
first flowering and it soon started to look
like a small plant with the 25 cm high
trellis.
I discovered buds on two peduncles by the
end of May 2011 and I hoped they would
open for my hoya meeting on 11 June, but
it “waited” to everyone’s annoyance until
the day after.

were placed on a tray beside the kitchen
window until we moved in November
2009.
After the move I placed all my cuttings in
a window in the cellar in a room without
any heating. I checked them every day,
but it did not seem too cold for them
down there. Most cuttings stayed there
and in the spring, early summer in 2010, I
replanted them and gave them trellises to
climb on and for the first time, the cutting
started growing and the new leaves were
just lovely! Pretty soon I discovered a
small peduncle, but I never thought that
the plant would flower while it was still a
small cutting. The buds grew bigger and
bigger...
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Since the middle of October, the plant
lives in the same cellar window, but the
small room has been redesigned to a room
for hoyas only.
It is a lot warmer during the days due to the
fluorescent lights, but the nights are cool.
Now the small H. rotundifolia is not under
light but up in the window a bit from the
fluorescent lights. Maybe it can assimilate
the extra light during the days, because it
has grown and become really nice looking.
At the time of writing, it has tiny buds
growing on two peduncles. It is a really
pretty flower well worth growing and in
addition does not need much space.
Christina Karlsson

Photo: Linh Huynh

Pollinarium is ca 0,75 mm long. Photo: Torill
Nyhuus

Some people say this is a fussy hoya when
it comes to keeping it moist and if you
forget to water it, the leaves will shrivel
up quite soon, but I have not experienced
that myself even though I have missed
watering the hoyas in the cellar sometimes.
I think that it may be because it is rather
cool and more humid there since we hang
the laundry in the room next door.
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Photo: Torill Nyhuus

Hoya mariae (Schltr.)
L.Wanntorp & Meve

Published in Willdenowia 41(1): 99
(2011) by Livia Wanntorp & Ulrich Meve.
Collected by Mary Strong Clemens in
Camp Keithley, Lake Lanao, Mindanao,
The Philippines. Named after the
collector.
Lectotype: Ramos #15962 (P).

Brief facts about Hoya mariae
Colour of flower: Yellow-green
Type of corolla: Flat
Size of corolla: 1,5-2 cm
Flowers in umbel: 1-3
Flowers last for: 5 days
Flowering season: Bright seasons
Scent: Weak
Extract from publication
This plant is twining, high climbing, with
long, thin, flexible glaborous, loosely
leaved; leaves petiolate and outspread,
oval acuminate, base rounded, both sides
glabrous, texture a little leathery, 6.511 cm long, in the middle 3.2-6 cm wide,
petiole 1.5-2 cm long.
The inflorescences are arising from the
axil, glabrous, peduncle is 2-4.5 cm long,
glabrous, pedicles are approx. 5 mm long.
The sepals are almost round with margins
minutely ciliate, 2.5 mm long.
Corolla is glabrous on both sides, the
coronal lobes are ovate to triangular,
obtuse, spreading, about 6 mm long.
Gynostegium is normal for Hoya, the
corona lobes are twice broader than the
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Dripping nectar: No
Size of leaves: 7-11 cm long and 4-6 cm
wide
Stem: 3-4 mm
Growth habit: Twining, climbing
Best exposure: Light
Temperature: 18-25 °C

anthers and double the length, seed pods
are fusiformed, obtuse, above slightly two
ribbed, glabrous, approx. 6 cm long, 6-10
mm in diameter.
Translated from Repertorium Novarum
Specierum Regni Vegetabilis 13(378/380):
543 (1915).
Torill Nyhuus
Additional information
The plant in the photos came to me
from Patrick Gozon in Manilla, The
Philippines, when we exchanged some
cuttings a couple of years ago. He sent it
to me because he wanted me to identify
it, since it partially looked like a hoya. It
grew well here, but slowly and for many
years without flowers.

For some years, I had no contact with
Patrick Gozon. When my plant finally
flowered, I asked him about whether
anyone had got in touch with him after
the article in Asklepios, regarding this
species.
Well, yes, someone had sent him an e-mail
with the name, but he did not remember
and he had thrown the e-mail away since he
no longer had the plant. I think it took me
another year to trace the name, but before
that I received a cutting from Simeona V.
Siar as H. viracensis. I was astonished
when I held the cutting in my hand. It had
the same type of thin, peltate leaves as the
unknown species from Patrick Gozon. I
immediately became certain that these
two were the same species or at least very

similar species.
In 2007, I got
in touch with
professor
Sigrid LiedeSchumann
and Ulrich
Meve at the
University
in Bayreuth
and I sent
pictures of
my unknown
species from
Patrick
to
them. My plant
was
identified
as Clemensiella
mariae. I sent Ulrich
Meve one cutting
o f
each; one from Patrick’s
plant
and one from the one I
had got
from Simeona V. Siar. He
has later
confirmed that they are the same species.
Torill Nyhuus

The way the petiole is attached to the leaf, a bit
in from the leaf base, is unusual for hoyas.

Photos: Torill Nyhuus

There was an article in Asklepios 95,
2006, by Patrick Gozon, about his hoyas.
In this article, there was also a photo of a
species which he had bought as a hoya. He
thought that it was a hoya until it flowered
the first time. The species is unidentified in
the article, but he enclosed it just to show
an odd, unknown relative. His own plant
had died.
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Photo: Torill Nyhuus

1 mm

The pollinarium from Hoya mariae is difficult to place flat on a piece of glass without twining translators.
Of course, both pollinia should point the same way.

How I grow Hoya mariae
I bought this hoya as Clemensiella mariae.
I fell in love with the funny way the leaves
are attached to the petioles and the yellow,
cute flowers – even if it was not identified
as Hoya at the time.
I grow it in a 14 cm self-watering pot with
only coarse, stringy coconut fiber. It is
placed in a bright window facing west and
it consumes plenty of water.

I have had up to three flowers on the same
peduncle at the same time. Usually, the
peduncle holds only one open flower at a
time, while the others remain buds.
My plant flowers almost all year round
with at least one cute, yellow flower and I
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Photo: Linh Huynh

From an unrooted, two-node cutting
it grew to become a handsome plant
which produced the first peduncle after
approximately a year. Since then, the
peduncles have shown up one by one.

Linh’s plant of H. mariae in bloom.

like it regardless of species and name.
Linh Huynh

Photos: Torill Nyhuus

All photos do not have the same scale. Above:
One single corona lobe and sideview of corona.
Down left: The calyx with the ovaries in the
center.
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Photo: Torill Nyhuus

Hoya omlorii (Livsh. & Meve)
L.Wanntorp & Meve

Published in Willdenowia 41(1): 99 (2011)
by Livia Wanntorp and Ulrich Meve.
Collected by deWilde & deWilde-Duyfjes.
Collection place: Camp Simpang, Gunung
Leuser National Park, Aceh, Indonesia.
Named after Ralf Omlor.
Holotype: #deWilde & deWilde-Duyfjes
14377 (L).

Brief facts about Hoya omlorii
Colour of flower: Yellow
Type of corolla: Flat
Size of corolla: Approx. 1,3 cm
Flowers in umbel: Up to 12
Flowers last for: 2-3 days
Flowering season: Bright seasons
Scent: Weak or none

Extract from publication
This is a twining plant up to 10 m tall.
Stems 2–3.5 mm in diameter, internodes
are 10–18 cm long. The leaves are elliptic,
basally rounded and slightly peltate, 8–11
cm long and 3.5–6 cm wide, the tip is 0.7–
1.2 cm long, margins ciliate, petioles are
2–6 cm long and 1–1.6 mm in diameter,
with a line of short fine hairs on upper
surface. Inflorescences up to 12-flowered,
peduncles 2–10 x 1.2–1.5 mm in diameter,
rachis unbranched. Pedicels 3.3–3.8
long, finely pubescent, sepals ovate,
obtuse, approx. 1.5 x 1 mm, sparsely
pubescent or ciliate; bud shape cylindrical
with a sub-obtuse to acute apex, with
5 sharp downward-pointed projections
at the bases of the corolla lobes; corolla
campanulate, pale yellow to yellow-green,
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Dripping nectar: No
Size of leaves: 6.5-12 cm long and 3.5-7
cm wide
Stem: 3.5-6 mm
Growth habit: Twining, climbing
Best exposure: Bright
Temperature: 18-25 °C

approx. 9–12 mm in diameter, throat
approx. 3.5 mm diameter, (tube with 5
rounded ribs opposite the lobes at base,
tapering upwards), 3–5 x 4.5–5.5 mm in
diameter at base; corolla lobes 3.2–3.4 x
3.3–3.9 mm. Gynostegial corona barely
exserted from the corolla throat, approx.
2 times as tall as the gynostegium, 2.9–4
x 2–2.8 mm; anthers 1.4–1.9 x 1–1.9 mm,
guide-rails 0.4–0.7 mm long, ± parallel
to the vertical axis of the gynostegium;
anther appendages triangular, transparent
approx. 1/3–1/2 of the total anther length,
pressed to and covering the style-head
apex; pollinia approx. 0.4 x 0.15 mm;
caudicles ±equal to the pollinia in length,
pale yellow; corpusculum brown; stylehead approx. 0.8 x 1.6 mm in diameter.

Fruit unknown. Distribution. Known
from two distinct populations in Aceh,
North Sumatra, Indonesia, and Sarawak,
Malaysian Borneo.
Extract from Edinburgh Journal of Botany
66(3): 455-456 (2009) by
Torill Nyhuus
Additional information
The plant shown in the pictures is another
new collection of Hoya omlorii, the first
known finding from West Malaysia, which
I found in 2009. I was going on a trip by
car with Surisa Somadee from Thailand
and her husband. They went for a walk in
the forest while I chose to remain in the
car waiting.
After a while I spotted a hanging plant,
maybe 20-30 meters ahead of the car. It
did not look like a hoya, mainly because
it had three leaves at each node as far as
I could see. At the end I became curious
enough to leave the car, even though the air
was full of tiny gnats that were extremely
aggressive.

Photos: Torill Nyhuus

Below: Gynostegium with coronal lobes,
normally invisible, as most of it is covered by the
urceolate part of the flower.
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Above: Photo taken from the car when Torill Nyhuus found Hoya omlorii in West Malaysia. In the tree
in the middle of the photo, you can see the hanging stems.
Below: Pollinarium from Hoya omlorii. Scale below photo is 1 mm Photos: Torill Nyhuus
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It turned out the creeper I had seen was
actually two stems entwined, thus the
illusion that there were several leaves per
node. It still did not look like a hoya as
far as I could tell; the leaves were too thin
to feel right. They resembled the leaves
of the Hoya mariae (named Clemensiella
mariae at that time) I had at home, so I
decided that is was worth growing.

How I grow Hoya omlorii
This species is very easy to grow. A cutting
will root in water or in damp perlite in a
week. It grows relatively fast and seems
to flower before it is two years. I’ve
put it near an east-facing window with
additional fluorescent lights. It seems to
be a problem-free hoya so far.
Torill Nyhuus

Surisa was the first one to get it in bloom
and this summer it flowered here at home.
The plant was identified as Hoya omlorii
by Wanntorp & Meve.
Torill Nyhuus

Photos: Torill Nyhuus
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Photo: Laila Jansson

Hoya fraterna Blume

Published in Rumphia 4:32 (1848) by
Carl Ludwig von Blume. Collector: Carl
Ludwig von Blume. Collection place:
Kuripan, Java, Indonesia. The name means
brotherly, closely related and refer to the
similarity with Hoya coriacea. Holotype:
(L).

Brief facts about Hoya fraterna
Colour of flower: Yellow corolla, pale
white corona
Type of corolla: Recurved
Size of corolla: Approx. 2 cm
Flowers in umbel: Approx. 50
Flowers last for: 5-6 days
Flowering season: All year around
Scent: Yes
Extract from publication
Stem slightly woody, twining, rounded,
putting forth aerial roots, internodes 16-22
cm long, sometimes less, bearing opposite
leaves. Petioles are 1 – 1.5 cm long, upper
surface incompletely grooved. Leaves are
10-13.5 cm long and 5-6.7 cm wide, flat,
at the base on the top side provided with
a minute brown sessile gland, leathery,
shiny, inconspicuously veined, on the
lower surface pale green. Peduncles on
the upper part of the stem or branches,
beside the petioles, one per node 5.4-6.7
cm long, round, somewhat pubescent or
glabrous, elevated, outer tips thickened,
with bracteoles shaped like scales, very
minute triangular ovate obtuse overlapping
puberulous, occupying multiflowered
umbels. Pedicels 2.7-3.6 cm long, slender,
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Dripping nectar: No
Size of leaves: 10-18 cm long and 4-8
cm wide
Stem: 3-4 mm
Growth habit: Winding
Best exposure: Bright, no direct sun
Temperature: 18-25 °C

rounded, at the top somewhat thickened,
outspread, pubescent. Calyx five-parted,
outside puberulous, inside glabrous, lobes
4.5 mm long, awl shaped, with rather
thin margins. Corolla 2.5 cm, somewhat
thick 5-lobed, outside dull purplish with
minute nipple like projections (papillate)
somewhat scabrous, inside yellow
and silky-velvety, lobes ovate, acute,
spreading erect or reflexed. Leaflets of the
staminal corona somewhat inflated, thick,
pale, above obtusely keeled, excavated
beneath with revolute margins, nearly
cut into a longitudinal fissure, with the
purplish interior angle (of the coronal
lobes) a acute tooth, incumbent upon the
anther and with the exterior angle (of the
coronal lobes) acuminate a little obtuse
slightly bent downward. Membrane of

Photos: Torill Nyhuus

the anther is arrow-shaped with thin
curled margins enclosed. Pollinia linearly
oblong, straight, flat, with the exterior
margin translucent, with the base portion
narrowly cuneate, connected above the
middle of the corpuscula of the brownish
oblong hard folded upon itself retinacula.
Stigma shortened with longitudinal angles
and intermediate flat surface.
Translated by Torill Nyhuus
Additional information
The plant in cultivation known as H.
fraterna was collected by Anthony Lamb
in Ulu Apin Apin in Sabah, Borneo in the
early 1990s. Lamb has had it in cultivation
for many years. Ted Green identified it
since he had seen H. fraterna at a herbarium
in Leiden, when he was there together
with Ruurd van Donkelaar. Ted Green,
Eva-Karin Wiberg and I got cuttings from
Lamb in 1997 and this clone has spread
as H. fraterna from us. David Liddle got
cuttings both from Green (IML1633) and
Wiberg (IML1676) so they are both from
the same mother plant. In recent years,
several other plants have been found in
the mountains of Crocker Range in Sabah.
They resemble our old plant but differ in
small details. Which one is closest to the
original, we do not know. Nor do we know
if they are the same or different species.
We hope that future studies will provide
better answers.
Torill Nyhuus
How I grow Hoya fraterna
I have had Hoya fraterna in my collection
since 2006 and I grow it in a west-facing
window without any shade. It is very
tolerant and resistant to draught, despite
its thin leaves, but because it is convenient
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Photo: Torill Nyhuus

I grow it in a self-watering pot. It grows
really well and though I am stingy when it
comes to giving fertilizer, it sends out long
stems that I need to keep winding around
the plant. I have had to cut it back several
times because it is such a fast grower. It
flowered for the first time in the summer
of 2009 and has done so every summer
since. It has never made any fuss dropping
its buds like many other hoyas, but just
does its thing. Once I counted the flowers
in one umbel just because they grow so
huge. There were 50 flowers in the umbel
and there are always that many each time
it flowers.
Laila Jansson
Top: A plant from Crocker Range, Sabah,
Borneo, close to H. fraterna
Middle: A big umbel in Laila Jansson’s plant
Bottom: A flower that has just opened in front of
red buds.

Photos: Laila Jansson

Pollinarium approx. 1,2 mm.
Photo: Torill Nyhuus
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Photo: Torill Nyhuus

r.

Laila Jansson
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My favourites

text and photos:Yvonne Frisén

I used to blame my
hoya collecting on
the cats because I
have always had
a jungle at home.
Since I got cats, the
plants disappeared
pretty quickly in
the cats’ stomachs
or ended up as
massacred leaves and mounds on the
floor. There were some plants, though,
which were always intact and among
them there was a big plant which I had
nicked as a cutting from my mother-inlaw many years ago – a hoya.

I began searching on the Internet for my
flowers and found a wealth of web sites
with beautiful hoyas. Yes, that was how
it started. After a while I couldn’t resist
any hoya and I bought everything, but
nowadays I have six cats (that’s why
there’s always cat hair on the flower
pictures I show) and I have realized that if
I want to keep something intact I have to
limit myself a bit, because now and again,
another pot falls on the floor.
When I was asked to write for “My
Favourites”, I thought it would be an easy
challenge, but it wasn’t so simple. All my
hoyas are my favourites. I have excluded
favourites such as H. lacunosa and H.
multiflora etc. to reduce the number,
otherwise I could have filled the entire
bulletin with my favourites only.

Hoya platycaulis I bought as
a rooted cutting filled with
peduncles at the fair Nordic Gardens and it didn’t
take many months before it started to flower with its delicious green flowers.
It doesn’t grow much. I think it has only got one new leaf since I bought it, but I
don’t mind since it flowers so often.
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Hoya incurvula is probably my
number one favourite. It has cute,
insignificant, small flowers that
smells of butterscotch. Mine has
flowered almost continuously since it
started flowering in 2005. It doesn’t
seem to have any great demands
regarding placement, since it flowers
in windows facing east, north and
south. It has been left to dry so that
the leaves have been all crumpled
and it has got too much water and
almost rotted, but it continues to
grow and flower. It did make a
longer break with the flowering
when it got too much water.
Hoya siamica I received as
a bonus with a hoya purchase and
thought that the plant itself was a bit
dull. When it finally opened its big
white flowers and spread the scent of
freshly picked strawberries, it was a
positive surprise. My old plant has
unfortunately given up and I have
now started with a new cutting. I’m
waiting anxiously for it to become
big and flower.

Hoya ’Mathilde’ with its big umbels
of hairy flowers and its small, cute
leaves, is also a favourite. I think
it is an easy hoya to grow which
is happy to reward you with
flowers.
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Hoya pandurata with yellow
flower is a given favourite since I
like the colour yellow. It was a bit
slow at the beginning in my care,
but when it finally started growing,
it flowered pretty quickly. It flowers
often and with several umbels at the
same time.

Hoya pubicalyx ’Royal Hawaiian
Purple’ is a favourite. It is not a
faithfully flowering hoya at my
place, so I am never disappointed
when it sets the beautiful buds which
shift from white to dark, dark to
pink, until it blooms with flowers in
various shades of pink; some so dark
that they appear black.

Hoya davidcummingii, “Little David”,
took a long time to flower at my place,
but since it finally started, it flowers
almost continuously with cute, pink
and yellow flowers and spreads a scent
of butterscotch. It was worth the wait
because the flowers are so cute.
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I like Hoya sp. Sulawesi IPPS 8860,
even though it has very small but
cute flowers. It flowers often and
sometime with many umbels in
different colours. One can be pale
pink and one a little darker pink.
At first I though it was due to light
conditions, but then I discovered that
it had different colours on the umbels
facing the same direction. I had to
disentangle it from the trellis to be
sure that it wasn’t two different
hoyas, but it was from one cutting.

Hoya rubida (PNG 4) is also one that
isn’t a faithfully flowering hoya, but
flowers now and then every other
year. It is a favourite anyway, because
it has such beautiful flowers with its
contrast between dark and light pink
flowers.

Hoya bordenii was a really dull
hoya, I thought, until it flowered the
first time. A hoya which I got from
David Liddle that was slow to root
and stood there and looked the same
for four years. I was going to throw
it away when I discovered buds on it.
It flowered with 1-2 umbels six times
in a row and began growing when it
was done with the flowering. Now
it sets buds from time to time and I
think the flowers are so beautiful!
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Who is

Nathalie Simonsson Juhonewe?
she knew that this was how she
wanted to work with hoyas: to
study them in their natural habitat
to understand the variation within
different species. Back in Sweden
she studied botany for some years
at University.

Nathalie was born deaf in 1981 in Sweden.
Her real first name is Nadhanielle, but she
prefers to be called Nathalie. Already at the
age of 13, Nathalie got fascinated by hoyas
and started collecting them. Moreover, she
is also active in organic farming, growing
heirloom or unusual crops, conservation
issues and more.
She joined the Swedish Hoya Society just
a few years after it was founded. Since
then she has been an active member and
contributed with articles to our bulletin,
joined our exhibitions and meetings. She
has been part of the editorial group for
some years now.
In 2000, as a 19-year-old, she made her first
trip to see how hoyas grow in their natural
habitat. The destination was Mindoro in
the The Philippines. There she discovered
that some species were very variable, even
within a small population. After the trip,
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In 2005, after her university
studies, she travelled around the
world for a five-month field trip:
First to Fiji, where she found the
long lost Hoya megalantha and
brought it into cultivation for the
first time ever. After Fiji she stayed at
David Liddle’s home to study his collection
and share experiences on Hoya. David
was concerned about her going to Papua
New Guinea (PNG) by herself, since it’s
a country where women are advised not to
travel on their own, due to safety reasons.
Once arrived in PNG, Nathalie understood
David’s concerns, but quickly learned how
to stay safe. She visited some villages and
was amazed to see so many species in a
single location! She found at least three
new species.
There she realized the studying of the
amazingly high diversity of Hoya has do be
done quickly, before they are gone forever
as a result of the rapid deforestation.
In PNG she also learned about the sad
situation of their deaf people; being the
poorest of the poor and often neglected by
the community, if not mocked.

”This is where I am going to work and
with these two matters: To save the hoyas
and improve the livelihood for the deaf!”
she thought.
Back in Sweden she developed this idea
into a project spanning over at least
five years. She applied for grants and
encouraged people to participate by
donating a small sum every month.
In November 2010, she finally moved
to Papua New Guinea and is now living
and working there full time for the sake
of hoyas and the deaf. She has been
featured in many national newspapers and
magazines.
It really is now or never to save PNG’s
exceptionally diverse hoyas due to the
rapid deforestation.
Torill Nyhuus

Nathalie didn’t expect to meet her husband-tobe in PNG. But last September she married her
local guide, Foreting Juhonewe.

Photos: Nathalie and Foreting Juhonewe
Did you know that you can support Nathalie’s
work on Papua New Guinea? If you make a
monthly donation, you support her efforts to
map, collect and preserve this country’s unique
flora of hoyas. You will also support Nathalie’s
long-term work to improve the situation for the
deaf people of Papua New Guinea.
The project has additional need of funding
due to the recent strengthening of the Papuan
currency. Furthermore, the project has lost
some monthly donations, particularly from
England where many people have been
personally affected by the economic crisis
there.
New donors as well as existing donors
extending their donations will be very much
appreciated. Read more about how you can
support the project on
www.paradiseforest.net

Some of the new species that Nathlie and
Foreting have collected in Papua New
Guinea.
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A successful year in
Papua New Guinea
Text and photos: Nathalie Simonsson Juhonewe

A whole year has now passed since my
project officially started here in Papua
New Guinea. You have probably read
about the exciting field expeditions in
earlier issues of the Hoyatelegrafen, about
this place where no botanists have gone
before to search for hoyas. I have also told
you about how the shade house developed
during several months of building. The
project received recognition when I got an
award from Yves Rocher Foundation for
my work in PNG on Valentine’s day. They
treated me to one week’s travel home to a
-20°C cold Sweden, so that I could accept
the award. The award was a milestone
and resulted in a lot of interest from the
media and has been featured in many
national newspapers and magazines. In
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addition, SVT (The Swedish Television)
has followed the project for almost two
years. This is something that no one who
attended the society’s membership meeting
in Stockholm in the summer of 2010 could
miss, as SVT was there filming. This
autumn, a team from SVT came here to
PNG to film the last bits and the filming
in now finished. I have translated all of the
material for them in the little spare time I
have had in evenings and weekends. Now
they are working hard to create several
episodes that they will broadcast on TV.
Many people have asked me when this
will happen. SVT had hoped to be able
to air them this spring, but they probably
won’t make it. Preliminary they will air
them next autumn.

We have found a new species on the Huon
peninsula at an altitude of 1500 meters. It has
a very special corona that significantly differs
from other hoyas. It has a lovely, sweet smell
and hairy leaves on completely hanging vines
like Hoya linearis. An obvious favourite!

What about all the jungle expeditions so
far? Many people have wondered how
many places I’ve visited and how many
hoyas I’ve found. People commonly
ask: “How many new species have you
found?” The answer is that the expeditions
have been very successful, with one single
exception: the fieldwork at PNG:s highest
mountain, Mount Wilhelm. There I hiked
for several days at an altitude between
2800 and 3600 meters without finding
a single hoya. Most hoyas thrive below
2000 meters. So far, I have only found
one certain type of hoya at 2500 meters
or higher: Hoya solaniflora and similar
species. At Mount Wilhelm it was very
cold, even in the daytime, that not even
that one would grow there. I don’t think it
even got to 15°C in the daytime.
Hoya solaniflora appears to grow in
colonies on mountain tops and mountain
ridges. If you find the colony you can see
them trailing everywhere, on everything.
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found at least 45 species, where of six are
Dischidia and 39 Hoya. Amongst these,
there seem to be one new Dischidia, seven
confirmed new hoyas and an additional
seven potentially new hoyas.

Hoya solaniflora, NS11-285, from the Jiwaka
province. It has a cream coloured corona.
The Hoya solaniflora that grows on Mount
Gahavisuka in the neighbouring province has a
corona with pink in the middle, just like the one
that has been spread in cultivation by David
Liddle.

Mostly, we find four to seven species on
every location, but the canoe trip to the
swamp village in the Western province
last spring resulted in 15 species of which
six are potentially new species! Yet, we
have only scratched the surface of a very
small part of the country. We plan to go
on field expeditions every month of the
project in the whole country, focusing on

Up in the trees, on tree trunks, on bushes and
over mosses. It it’s essential to find exactly
the place where they have established,
because every colony or population is
often very limited geographically within
small areas. I found Hoya solaniflora, on
exactly the same place where David Liddle
found it, on Mount Gahavisuka in the
eastern Highland province this December.
Then I found it again a few days later
in Minj in the Jiwaka province, not far
from Mount Gahavisuka, but that flower
is a little bit more yellow and lacks the
pink colour. Besides that, they look very
similar. Then I found something similar on
the Huon peninsula, without flowers.
We have made 23 field expeditions in total
and gathered more than 500 plants. How
many species there are is hard to tell before
they have flowered. Especially the species
in the Eriostemma section look almost
identical without flowers, but judging by
the way they grow, I estimate that we have
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Can you see Hoya solaniflora on this tree?

Me with some of the day’s hoya findings out in
the jungle, together with an orchid scientist.

the felling areas. Because of that, it will
be very exciting to see what we will find
in 2012!
The next field expedition on the schedule is
none less than the Waria valley in February!
The botanist Rudolph Schlechter found
many species there that have not been
found again, e.g. Hoya piestolepis which
seems to look like a red Hoya hypolasia,
and the peculiar Hoya wariana with
foliage like fir needles. Keep your fingers
crossed that we find them, and many other
species!
Additionally, something else happened
during the summer of 2011. My co-worker
and guide, Foreting Juhonewe, stole my
heart. He proposed in the autumn and I
said yes immediately. So now he is not
only my guide, he’s also my husband.
Thank you for contributing in making it
possible for us to find new species and
saving them from extinction! And in
addition, you get more species to collect.

Foreting and me in Mount Wilhelm at an altitude
of 3600 meters. No hoyas, just pouring rain, ice
cold air and lots of tiny orchids.
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My Hoya Journey to
Sweden
Text and photos by Surisa Somadee from Thailand

This was the first time that I travelled to the
hoya jungles in Swedish cities. To travel to
the jungles in Asia is something I really
like, but now I was actually on the way to
Sweden. I was wondering in anticipation
what was going to happen. A lot of times,
when I’ve been watering my plants,
I’ve been thinking about how you are
growing your plants in the chilly country
of Sweden. After reading Hoyatelegrafen,
about how you do in Sweden, I’ve realized
that we have very different growing
conditions. I have seen how you buy/trade
or sell cuttings at membership meetings
and during fairs. This is something that
we never do in Thailand. We can buy
full-grown plants on the market, while
you grow them from small cuttings and it
takes a long time before the plants are big
enough to bloom. You spend a lot of time
giving the plant tender loving care and you
are spending a lot of money on extra heat
and light. This is something we never have
to do in Asia.
Before the first membership meeting in
Helsingborg, Torill Nyhuus and I went
to the Swedish garden store Plantagen,
which is a real Eldorado to me. I turn
into a little child in these kinds of stores
and I could visit them every day. You can
buy floral bows to wind the hoyas around
and pesticides against spider mites. We
don’t need floral bows in Asia and I don’t
know what spider mites are. I also have
problems when I grow hoyas, but not with
spider mites as you have. My problems
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are birds since I like
most people from
Asia grow their
hoyas outdoors. I
don’t ever keep my hoyas in aquariums
since the Thai humidity is a lot higher
than the Swedish. I have seen that Jeanette
Karlsen and other hoya growers in Sweden
grow hoyas in aquariums. I have also seen
that Torill grows some hoya species in
aquariums. Some species like H. sp. Um
Phang are a lot easier to grow in Sweden,
since it likes to be kept cool.
Torill’s hoya rooms feels like paradise to
Torill Nyhuus is having fun with Astrid Boströms
Hoya linearis. There is plenty of it to make
more.

me. She has a lot of new exciting species
from Nathalie’s collections and they grow
really well there. There are fewer risks to
grow plants indoors, since you can control
water, heat and light. In Asia we leave the
hoyas in the hands of God. Sometimes we
get to much rain, sometimes we get too
much sun and sometimes there’s a bird that
wants to nest in a pot. Sometimes there is a
snake that finds its way through the pots in
search for a frog to eat. That doesn’t ever
happen to you in Sweden, does it?
I visited Astrid Boström and it was like
looking at the hoyas with a magnifying
glass, because her plants are so big: 2-5
times bigger than I have ever seen before.
How can they be so big? How does she
do it? I absolutely love her H. linearis
because it is enormous! At Astrid’s house
it was really like a jungle. I also visited
Carin Wahlström. She was so nice and
has a wonderful garden. H. thailandica
was blooming at Carin’s house. That
was especially fun, since the label in the

pot stated that she got it from me. I had
forgotten that. I can’t get it to bloom in
Bangkok, because it likes to be grown in
cool conditions.
After spending the night at Carin’s house,
we went to Birgitta Hellström. She is
growing a lot of both African violets and
hoyas. She too has an aquarium full of
hoyas. They are tangled around each other
so it is impossible to get them up from the
aquarium. I wonder how she knows which
hoya is which? After that, we visited Emma
Öhr who just started to grow hoyas. I liked
her unusual cat. Then we followed the sun
down to Kerstin Paulsson who lives in a
house that is more 100 years old. It was
very beautiful; old style and the garden
was very nice too. We were in luck since
H. sp. IML1598 was in bloom along with
a lot of other hoyas. Kerstin’s husband was
going to go hunting for wild boar. I wanted
to ask if I could join him, because I would
really like to see the Swedish forest. That
night we had roe deer for supper.

Birgitta Hellströms aquarium which is, to say the least, full of hoyas.
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A new species that was collected in Vietnam in 2010. This flowering plant was displayed on the
membership meetings in Helsingborg, Gothenburg and Stockholm.

The first meeting was in Helsingborg,
where I met Nathalie and Foreting. She
had a new hoya from The Philippines, H.
carmelae NS05-244 which I fell in love
with. The flowers were red-purple and the
leaves were so beautiful. Everybody at the
meeting wanted it. A new flowering hoya
species from Vietnam was presented, see
photo above and H. minutiflora. Nathalie
made a presentation about her project in
Papua New Guinea and then I made my
own presentation. Torill, Nathalie, Foreting
and I slept at a hostel for the night.
The next day we went to the meeting in
Gothenburg. Our meetings at home in
Thailand are not like the ones you have.
We mostly trade hoyas, but we don’t have
any lectures or presentations. I am going
back to Thailand and I will try to change
that. I would so much like to share my
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knowledge and experience from Sweden
with the members in The Thailand Hoya
Club.
After the meeting, we went to Camilla
Sjöholm Gedin where we stayed for the
night. She has the cutest daughter, Maya,
and a nice horse. I like horses but it is very
expensive to get a horse, since you have to
import them from other countries. Camilla
has a lot of hoyas and many of them are
unusual species, but Maya doesn’t want so
many of them in her room. I was thinking,
that if I taught Maya to draw hoyas, then
maybe she would let her mother to hang
some more hoyas in her bedroom window
so that she has some to look at when she
is drawing. Do you think that is a good
idea?
To be continued

Photo: Nathalie Simonsson Juhonewe

In Memory of
Simeona V. Siar
Just before Christmas, we received the sad
news that PhD. Simeona V. Siar had passed
away. She fought cancer for several years.
She worked as a researcher at the University
of the Philippines, at the Institute of Plant
Breeding, College of Agriculture in Los
Baños. She had Hoya as one of her main
interests and field of work. Together with
Dale Kloppenburg and several others, she
published many new species during her
last ten years. Many of them she collected
herself, during field excursions.
Torill Nyhuus

Some comments about our presentations of species
We will present at least three species in
each issue. The aim is that everybody
should be able to find useful information
regardless of previous knowledge.
The full name of a species consist of three
parts: genus + epithet + author. Example
Hoya hypolasia Schltr. (= Schlechter)
For the author the same abbreviations are
used as the ones at www.IPNI.com and in
scientific literature.
A few examples:
Christine M. Burton = C.M.Burton
Ted Green = T.Green
Robert Dale Kloppenburg = Kloppenb.
(pleace note, no space after the dots)
This system is used since there may be
more than one person with the surname of
Burton, Green or Kloppenburg who have
made publications of botanical names.
This way each single person gets a unique
author’s name.

Brief facts: The information gathered
here is, in most cases, based on plants in
cultivation. Measurements and numbers
are usually taken from live material and
can differ slightly from the information
found in the publication.
Extract from the scientific publication. It
is often shortened and usually contains
only information of the plant.
Last our members’ own stories about
how they succeeded or failed with this
particular species. Today these articles
are mainly written by Swedish members
and therefore relate to indoors cultivation
with Swedish light conditions. We do look
forward to getting contributions from
members all over the world.
On page 38, you can see which species
will be presented in the next issue and you
are welcome to contribute with pictures or
cultivation stories.
Torill Nyhuus
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In this column, we will make brief presentations of new names and new publications. We will not
state an opinion about the accuracy of these publications. Only a few selected data will be mentioned
along with the original source where the full publication can be found, for those who would like to
read further.

Photo: Torill Nyhuus

Hoya sapaensis T.B.Tran & Rodda
Published in Annales Botanici Fennici
48(6) 511-513 (2011). Collected in the
Sapa distrikt in the province Lao Cai in
Vietnam, 13 September 2005. Published
from a herbarium sheet.

Nathalie Simonsson Juhonewe showed this
plant of H. ignorata at several membership
meetings arranged by our society in 2011. The
whole umbel is smaller than a tumb nail.

Eriostemma badaensis Kloppenb. &
T.Green
This species was collected in the village of
Bada. It resembles Eriostemma coronaria,
but some specimens differ and the corolla
is much bigger: 5 cm in diameter. It
is not mentioned in the publication in
which country it was collected, but from
Kloppenburg we have got the information
that it was collected in Bada, Sulawesi,
Indonesia 1993.
Hoya skinneriana Kloppenb. &
Wayman
Hoya skinneriana has been in circulation
for many years as H. sp. DD’s Big One.
Many of us have assumed that this is a
cultivar, but Kloppenburg claims that this
is a pure species, even if he doesn’t know
in which country it was collected.
Eriostemma badaensis. Photo: Ted Green

Hoya ignorata T.B.Tran & al.
Published in Novon 21(4) 508-514 in
December 2011. Has been found in
Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia and Borneo.
The flowers are very small and among other
differences, the corona is very different
from other known hoyas. The results of
molecular phylogenies and morphological
studies have confirmed that it is a hoya.
The following species have been published
in i Fraterna 24(4) (2011):
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Hoya skinneriana. Photo: Torill Nyhuus

Hoya bandongii Kloppenb. & Ferreras
This species with the collection number
UF770 has been collected by Ramon
Bandong and Ulysses Ferreras on Mt.
Kanlaon, Negro Island, The Philippines.
This species has been named to honour
Ramon Bandong, who is the person in
charge of the Diliman Herbarium at
the University of the Philippines (UP),
where Ferreras usually keeps most of his
specimens.
Hoya isabelaensis Kloppenb. & al.
This hoya species was collected by Ulysses
Ferreras from a tree along the Dicatayan
River in the province Isabela, Luzon, The
Philippines, in Februari 2010.
Hoya santiagoi Kloppenb. & Siar
Collected by M. Santiago at Bimangoan
Yard 1957. The corona is similar to the
corona of Hoya monetteae, but the corolla
is smaller and the leaves are completely
different.

Fraterna 24 (4) 2011 also contains
some corrections.
In Fraterna 14(2) 2001, the new
genus Eriostemma was published by
Kloppenburg & Gilding. They moved
most of the hoyas belonging to the Hoya
section Eriostemma, to this new genus.
Two of the moves were not correctly made:
Hoya guppyi and Hoya lautherbachii.
These are now corrected as Eriostemma
guppyi and Eriostemma lautherbachii
They also moved Hoya pulagarensis,
which wasn’t correctly published as Hoya
by Elmer back in 1938, as it was lacking
a description in Latin. This one has got a
new description in Latin, as Eriostemma
pulgarensis Kloppenb. & Gilding. Also,
Hoya grandiflora is moved to Eriostemma
as Eriostemma grandiflora (Blume ex.
Decne.) Kloppenburg & Gilding and Hoya
zollingeriana is moved to Eriostemma
zollingeriana (Miq.) Kloppenb. &
Gilding.
Throughout the years, Kloppenburg has
published some hoyas with incorrect
endings. These can be corrected without
any new publication, but Kloppenburg
mentions them here:
Published as:
Hoya cembra (named after his daughter
Cembra), Hoya golamcoiana, Hoya
juannguoiana and Hoya stoneiana.
With corrected endings:
Hoya cembrae, Hoya golamcoana, Hoya
juannguoana and Hoya stoneana.
There is also a correction of the
measurement of the leaves of Hoya
carmelae, they are 0,9-10 cm wide and 1,4
cm long.
Torill Nyhuus
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Purpose
The Swedish Hoya Society aims to
• spread knowledge about and create interest in Hoya and its closest relatives
• encourage the growing of Hoya and its closest relatives
• work for frequent occurrence of local activities
Membership
Foreign members can choose to get the English version of our bulletin. The yearly fee
is SEK 320. You will recieve four issues of the Hoya Telegraph. Remember to write
your name and address when joining. If you change your address, please notify our
treasurer Gisela Berglund as soon as possible. All contact details can be found on page
39.
Payment
Payment can be made by bank to bank transfer to:
Account No. SE76 9500 0099 6042 0193 3399, BIC/SWIFT: NDEASESS
or by PayPal to: kassor@swedishhoyasociety.com
All opinions expressed in this bulletin
are those of the authors concerned
(including the Editor) and do not
neccessarily represent those of the
Swedish Hoya Society or any of our
scientific advisors.

Dissatisfied with the bulletin?
Have you received a bulletin that you
are not satisfied with? If your bulletin
is misprinted or if it has been destroyed
due to mail handling, get in touch with
Carina Svensson (contact details on
page 39) and she will send you a new
one.
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Contents
Among other things there will be presentations of H. ilagiorum, H. chlorantha and H. flagellata. We would
be delighted if you want to share your
photos and/or your experience on growing these hoyas. The columns like
”Questions and answers” and ”My
Favourites” will also be there. Let us
know if there is a certain species or
anything else you would like more information about.
Manuscript deadline: 10 April
All material is to be sent to Jeanette
Karlsen. The next bulletin will be mailed in the end of May.
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